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…and coming July 2:
The Ones Who Come Back Hungry



Plot
Character
Setting
Dialogue
VoiceTension

Atmosphere

Let’s write a story!

…in 
1,000 
words!



What can you even do in 1000 words???



What does a story really need to be successful?

1. Something happens…
• CHANGE

2. …involving people
• WHO FEEL REAL

Neither works by itself!

a rush through non-stop 
action with no emotion

a detailed portrait or 
snapshot that doesn’t go 
anywhere



On its own you get…



+

…to IMMERSE the reader



The key to a short story

THE MOMENT THINGS CHANGE

…for the character
• Realization
• Decision
• Turning point in a 

relationship

…for the reader
• Realization
• Understanding
• Assumptions 

overturned

This one is tricky!
BUT if you can pull it off,
it’s SUPER effective



To determine your “plot”

• Build on that core moment of change
• What does the reader NEED to know to 

understand it?
• What do you NEED to include to get that info to 

the reader?



“ACK this is too long!”

To shorten, go through your work and ask yourself…

“What effect was I going for? Do I need this to achieve it?”
EVERY WORD/SENTENCE/IMAGE/CHARACTER

HAS TO JUSTIFY ITS EXISTENCE

FINISH WRITING FIRST…and THEN edit



An example: “Jack the Ripper”

An undated story by Shirley Jackson; probably early work (she started 
publishing stories at 27) 
Not published until after her death
Around 1800 words

Can we make it fit 1k???



Start as close to the
action as you can



Would this work instead?



Summarize or skip less important actions and transitions



Would this work instead?



Remove unnecessary repetition (Have you already made this point 
with another word/line/character/image/scene? Are you explaining 
something you’ve already implied?)



Picky fixes
• Can you cut extra words?

• Filters (“Jane knew it was hopeless” vs. “It was hopeless”)
• Verb tense (“was standing” vs. “stood”)
• Dialogue tags (not always needed)
• Crutch words (just, that, only, really, quite, rather, seemed/seemed 

to, nearly, began/began to…)
• Adjectives and adverbs vs. strong verbs, adjectives, nouns

• (“extremely loud”  “thunderous”
• “walking sneakily”  “slinking”)



It IS possible to edit too much

If it feels
• rushed
• disjointed
• confusing
• unresolved

… you have cut back too hard

When you can’t tell, you need READER EYEBALLS – their reaction is 
your best guide



Don’t sweat it TOO hard

Treat editing like an experiment or a puzzle
• “what happens if…?”

Try making changes in a copy of the file or a blank document

If it DOESN’T fit in 1k words, congratulations, you have a short story 
you can use elsewhere

• The contest is not the only use for short stories (see for example 
www.castofwonders.org, which welcomes SFF submissions from young 
authors!)

• Writing is never wasted…if nothing else, you can reuse it for parts



Questions? Thoughts?

Use the chat or put up your hand!

My contact info is on my website:

www.metuiteme.com


